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Introduction on Inverted 
Pendulum System under control
• The inverted pendulum is essential in the evaluating and 

comparing of various control theories. The inverted pendulum (IP) 
is among the most difficult systems to control in the field of 
control engineering. An inverted pendulum is a popular 
mechatronic application that exists in different forms.

• The main objective of this application is to balance a link on one 
end of a control system using a feedback control.

• Two of the interesting case studies include rotational and the arm 
driven systems. These use a link rotating about an axis to balance 
a pendulum link, which rotates freely in the vertical plane. 

• The arm driven vertical "stick-on-a-stick" configuration uses a 
driven link rotating in the vertical plane to balance the pendulum 
link which also rotates on the vertical plane. The horizontal and 
vertical configurations can be switched by simply replacing the 
links and setting the base on its side.



Introduction on PID controller
• A PID controller is an instrument used in industrial control applications to 

regulate temperature, flow, pressure, speed and other process variables. 
PID (proportional-integral-derivative) controllers use a control loop 
feedback mechanism to control process variables and are the most 
accurate and stable controller.

• In this assignment, PID inverted pendulum system uses a feedback PID 
control.



Introduction on PID controller

• Therefore, Proportional, Integral and 
Derivative parts have their own function to 
the system. For example, in general, the 
integral part can eliminate steady state error 
and the derivative part can improve transient 
response. 



Problem statement
• This assignment is about using PID controller to control the 

inverted pendulum system. The inverted pendulum is a 
classical control system problem due to its non-linear 
characteristics and unstable behavior. Therefore, PID 
controller is implemented for inverted pendulum system to 
reach stability.

• The problem of this project is to maintain the pendulum 
upright when the cart is moving forward and backward or 
when the disturbance is approach to the pendulum. A PID 
controller should be design to provide good control around 
unstable equilibrium.



Objectives



Scopes and limitations
• This assignment involves with manual 

calculation and software approach. Software 
used to solve this problem is MATLAB. 
MATLAB is used to simulate and analyze the 
behavior of pendulum.

• A PID controller will be implemented so that 
the system can reach the objective, at the 
same time the system remain its stability. 



Methodology/Approach
• First of all, P, PI and PD controller is designed to compare their uses and effect on 

the system. For example like how P, PI and PD controller affect the system in terms 
of transient response and steady-state error. Last but not least, PID controller is 
designed with tuning method to further improve the inverted pendulum system .

1.Simulation using MATLAB and 
By using MATLAB, the mathematical model given in the assignment question can be 
validated. This is to make sure the mathematical model is correct.

2.Manual Calculation:
Manual calculation is carried out in order to compare between simulation results and 
calculated answer. This is also to verify or double confirm that the solution we used is 
correct and precise.

3.Control System Design Techniques:
In this assignment, there are some control system design method is used. For 
example, Routh-Hurtwiz table and Root Locus Analysis.



Matlab verifications: Before design
Coding for Root Locus (Before Design)

Coding for Output Response (Before Design)



Matlab verifications: Before design

• Before design



Excel plot for root locus

• Before design



Excel plot for time response

• Before design

The system is unstable before any design



Solution: P controller



Solution: P controller



Excel plot for root locus (Closed loop)

• After P controller design 



Excel plot for time response
• After P controller design

With only P controller, it is not able to meet the requirement given, the system 
is not stable as it will increase gradually and never reach a steady state.
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Matlab verifications



Matlab verification

The right hand side figure is a zoom from the left hand side rigure, this is to show that one 
of the poles is at the right-hand side, which causes the system to be unstable.



Matlab verifications

• The purpose of this diagram is 
to show that the system with 
only proportional controller, it 
never reach a steady state, or 
we can say it never settle. In the 
diagram, the step response 
remains the same as it is before 
any design.



Discussion: P controller
• In an Inverted Pendulum System design, we need a system 

with damping ratio which is very high. Therefore, the 
dominant poles of any design is required to be at near to real 
axis. So, the overshoot percentage is also becoming very small 
due to overshoot percentage is inversely proportional to 
damping ratio.

• In P controller we used in this assignment, manual calculation 
is not  done because we find out that P controller is not 
suitable for inverted pendulum system. It cannot reach steady 
state no matter what value of proportional gain is used. 

• The system still remain unstable after P controller is 
implemented or used.



Solution: PI controller



Solution: PI controller



Excel plot for Root Locus (Close-loop)

• After PI controller design



Excel plot for time response

• After PI controller design
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Matlab verifications



Matlab verifications

The right hand side figure is to show that the poles is on the left-hand side when zoomed in 
to show that all of the poles is on the left-hand side which causes the system to be stable.



Matlab verification

• This diagram shows that the 
system’s settling time is more than a 
ten thousand seconds. Steady state 
value shown is also almost equal to 
zero. Therefore, the system is stable 
after the implementation of adding 
integral into the system. This has 
proven the characteristics equation 
shown earlier in the solution part 
works. However, both of the criteria 
is not fulfilled yet because the 
amplitude is too high and settling 
time is too long. Therefore, we can 
depends on PD or PID controller.



Discussion: PI controller

• In the design of PI controller, we only use PI 
controller as a comparison between other 
system. With the use of PI controller, the 
changes compared to P controller is that PI 
controller takes a very long time to reach a 
stable state. The transient response is yet to 
improve.



Solution: PD controller
• With PD controller, the system still could reach 

the goal we want.
• However, the system is still can be further 

improve by using PID controller. With the help 
of derivative part, it did help us to meet the 
requirement we want. This can be shown at 
the next slide. However, with PD controller, it 
only improve the transient response 
compared to P controller, the system is still 
not an ideal system



Solution: PD controller



Solution: PD controller

x

5.126



Solution: PD controller



Excel plot for Root Locus (Close-loop)

• After PD controller design
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Excel plot for time response

• Open loop root locus for PD controller
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Excel plot for time response

• After PD controller design
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Matlab verifications



Matlab verifications

• The figure on the left shows 
the step response of PD 
controller applied to the 
problem. The figure shows 
that the system’s transient 
response become better with 
PD controller is used, this 
verified the uses of PD 
controller. However, the 
system still consist of a very 
high steady state error, 
therefore it has caused the 
system unable to achieve the 
requirement. 



Matlab verifications



Matlab verifications

The right hand side figure is a zoom from the left hand side rigure, this is to show that one of 
the poles is at the right-hand side, which causes the system to be unstable.



Matlab verification



Discussion: PD controller
• In PD controller, manual calculation is done, the settling time may be a 

little different from the settling time that we set in the manual calculation 
because the dominant poles we get in MATLAB is different from the 
manual calculations. Settling time, Ts set is 0.07s , stepinfo functions 
shows settling time is 0.1047s. 

• Since second order approximation is invalid in PD controller design, the 
settling time set by us is also invalid. Therefore, 0.1047 is the correct 
answer for settling time of PD controller. However, the graph of step 
response shows that the system increase gradually after that, therefore 
with PD controller, it is not able to reach the ‘less than 0.05 amplitude’ .

• Although PD controller may be useful in inverted pendulum system design, 
the system still can be improved or improvised by using PID controller 
method. With PD controller, we couldn’t eliminate the steady state error. 
Perhaps we need the integral part, let’s look on PID controller.



Discussion: PD controller



Solution: PID controller



Solution: PID controller



Solution: PID controller

x

3.59



Solution: PID controller



Solution: PID controller



Solution: PID controller



Excel plot for Root Locus 
• CLTF and OLTF after PID controller
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OLTF after PID controller
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Excel plot for time response

• After PID controller design
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Matlab verifications



Matlab verification
• Closed-loop root locus after PID controller

• The figure shows that the 
system has all poles and 
zeros on the left hand 
plan, the system is stable. 
Moreover, second order 
approximation is also 
valid. Settling time 
calculated is also valid.



Matlab verification
• Open-loop root locus after PID controller
• Gain for PID is 18.5



Matlab verification

• This figure shows the step 
response after PID controller 
implemented, the settling 
time is less than 5s and the 
amplitude is also less than 0.5 
radian. However, tuning 
method can further improve 
the inverted pendulum system 
to another extend.



Solution: PID controller



Excel plot for Root locus
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Excel plot for Root locus
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Excel plot for time response
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Matlab verification



Matlab verification



Matlab verification



Matlab verification



Discussion: PID controller
• In PID controller without tuning, the same process was done also. For 

example, setting the settling time, Ts and setting damping ratio to be high 
which is the dominant pole should be very near to real axis. Therefore, we 
will have a low overshoot percentage for the system. However, in manual 
calculation, the second order approximation is invalid, settling time 
calculated or set is not valid also. By using stepinfo functions, we can show 
the actual settling time.



Discussion: PID controller
• In stepinfo function, it shows the 

settling time, Ts is equal to 2.0695 
seconds which is also less than 5s. 
Therefore, PID controller has reach 
the given requirement also. The 
peak it has reach is also 0.022, the 
stepinfo at the left shows the 
information that the input of 10 
hasn’t applied yet. PID controller has 
reached the given requirement 
which is settling time less than 5 
seconds and amplitude not more 
that 0.05.



Discussion: PID controller



Discussion: PID controller

the given assignment.



Discussion: PID controller

• Actually a little bit of tuning is done at this section when we 
change the value of zero for PI controller in this design of PID 
controller. Therefore, by changing the value of it we can see 
that changes of it. When the zero is very close to origin the 
requirement seems to have been achieved but there is steady 
state error. However, when the zero chosen is far from the 
origin, it can be seen that the system achieved the 
requirement also but the settling time is longer. Therefore, if 
we make a little bit more improvisation, the system will 
become better and without steady state error.



Solution: PID controller with tuning



Solution: PID controller with tuning



Solution: PID controller with tuning



Excel plot for root locus
• Closed-loop root locus after tuning
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Excel plot for root locus
• Open-loop root locus after tuning
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Excel plot for time response
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Matlab verification

• Coding for PID controller after tuning



Matlab verification
• Closed-loop root locus for PID controller after tuning



Matlab verification
• Open-loop root locus for PID controller after tuning



Matlab verification
• Step response for PID controller after tuning



Discussion: PID controller with tuning



Discussion: PID control with tuning



Discussion: PID controller with tuning

• In comparison, before tuning method, the system contains steady-state 
error, and a peak of more than 0.025 which is higher compared to the 
steady after tuning method used. In addition, the steady state error has 
been eliminated after tuning method is used. This has proven the system 
becomes better after tuning method implemented.
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Overall Discussion
• Firstly, with P controller, the system is still remain unstable 

and having big amplitude. P controller is mainly used for 
adjusting the gain of the system but it is unable to change the 
root locus or step response. 

• Secondly, with PI controller, the system has slightly improve its 
response. The system eventually become stable after a long 
time, which is not practical at all.

• Moreover, with PD controller, the system achieved the 
requirement of the assignment, PD controller has the function 
of improving transient response. However, it doesn’t reach a 
steady state, the amplitude increases as time increase. So PD 
controller is not enough for this problem.



Overall Discussion
• In addition, PID controller can be used for improving 

both transient response and steady state error of the 
system. PID controller has eventually meet the 
requirement of the system, that is having a settling 
time of 2.0695 seconds and a peak amplitude at 
0.022 radian. 

• Last but not least, PID with tuning method also used. 
We use Simulink as our PID tuning tool, the system 
has achieved a settling time of 2.3 seconds and 
maximum amplitude at only 0.02 radian.



Conclusions
• In conclusion, P controller is the controller 

that has the least effect towards the problem. 
In PI controller design, the system will only 
become stable after a very long time, which is 
not practical for us also. 

• In PD controller design, the system has 
achieved the criteria of having settling time 
lower than 5 seconds but the amplitude does 
not settle back to 0. This has shown that PD 
controller is only partially suitable.



Conclusion



Conclusion

• In PID tuning method, Simulink is used. The system has 
achieved both of the requirement. 

• P and PI controller has helped us into comparing the effect of 
different type of controller used.

• Once again, in conclusion, PD and PID controllers are the ones 
that most suitable to be used as a compensator for the 
Inverted Pendulum system but the values of the proportional 
gain, integral gain and derivative gain must be chosen 
correctly. However, PD controller is qualified to be used for 
designing an inverted pendulum system that fulfil the 
requirements but it couldn’t achieve zero steady state error.



Conclusion
• An excel plot is used to show the comparison 

between all controllers for the step response.
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Check list before submission

• Report in power point form, group 
number.ppt

• Root Locus data sheet ? Group number ? .xls
• Time response data sheet ? Group number ? 

.xls
• Detail discussions


